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About Channel
TAMARU Handpan Broadcast - 24hours Streaming -
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCvFiylRoVG-G2i4o85VDP4g

Send us your tracks!!!
We are looking for handpan songs, albums and videos. Send us your tracks!!!
 - Even one song is OK!
 - Solo or band both are OK! As long you feature a handpan.
  -Even if there are some songs on the album that do not use the handpan, thatʼ s OK!
 - Limited to works that comply with copyright laws. 

AUDIO
 - Any type of music file type is accepted.
 - Hight quality audio recorded in a sufficient recording setting will be accepted.
 - Audio with unnatural sounds (car sounds, people's voices etc) will not be accepted. 
   (Audio with natural sounds will be dealt with on a case to case basis)
 - We may conduct some basic mixing/mastering to the music to maintain volume balance during the 
   live streaming.

VIDEO
 - We can stream original videos including PVs, VJs, and videos of yourself performing.
 - Any type of video file type is accepted.
 - Recommended video size: Full HD 1920×1080 / Frame rate 60fps, 30fps, 29.97fps 
 - Videos that take too much time before and/or after the performance can not be used. Or else, we will 
    cut and edit the video to show just the performance.
 - This is the same with speeches and introductions before the video.
 - Just send us an enquiry and we can discuss details! :)

Please send the following information
1.Name
2.Facebook or instagram or SNS link

Contact Tamaru
Email - tamaru.handpan.music@gmail.com
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/tamaru_handpan/
Facebook  - https://www.facebook.com/tamaruhandpan/?modal=admin_todo_tour
Web - https://www.tamaru-kyoto.com/

About Live Streaming
- We cannot stream your music at a specific time.
 - Artists are streamed in no particular order and there is no first in best dressed. Streaming order will be 
   decided by us.
 - All profits and information obtained in relation to the channel and the channel itself will be retained 
   by the channel owner. The profits can not be claimed by artists who provided their work.


